Deployment of sensors in any irregular terrain with 100% coverage and connectivity is a challenging issue in the field of Wireless Sensor Networks. Traditional deployments often assume homogeneous environments, which ignore the effect of terrain profile as well as the in-network obstacles situated randomly like buildings, trees, roads and so on. Proper deployment of sensors in such irregular region and its corresponding routing is one of the most fundamental challenges of Wireless Sensor Networks. In this work, we have considered that the terrain is irregular in shape and there may be obstacles within the terrain in any random position with any random shape, which is the reality in real world. With this novel framework, we have shown that an optimum deployment can be achieved in such irregular terrain without compromising coverage as well as connectivity between the sensor nodes for effective routing.
Introduction
The sensor networks are the distributed collection of sensors (nodes), mobile or localized, with sensing, computation and communication capabilities within a desired level of accuracy. Each node needs to know the identity and location of its neighbors to support processing and collaboration of information. In addition to the knowledge of topology, each sensor also needs to know its own location. Due to cost restrictions and to achieve the maximum life-time by energy savings, these sensor nodes are rather low-capability devices equipped just with a simple processing unit and a small radio device that can sense object and communicate information between neighbor nodes only. In most of the previous work [1-5], the sensing terrain was considered as regular in shape and the deployments are movement-assisted without the knowledge of location information. But, if the terrain is not a regular, which happens actually in real scenario, we must be very careful about deployment of nodes as because, the terrain boundary may be the border of a state or a country and one deployment beyond border means wastages of resources as well as facing inter-country or inter-state network hazards. In our proposed system, we have considered the terrain as any random geometric shape in nature with random obstacles at random positions within the terrain as shown in Figure 1 . Our objective is to deploy the sensors only in the Area of Interest (AoI) marked as yellow skip-ping the pockets (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) and obstacles (H 1 , H 2 ) with optimum number of nodes without compromising the coverage as well as connectivity. Pockets, as we define, are the area outside the AoI but inside its edged-boundary and obstacles are the areas inside the given irregular terrain but outside the AoI as shown in the Figure 1 . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, some preliminaries and assumptions are discussed. The definition of the problem is proposed and formulated in section 3. In section 4, we briefly discuss the related work. Section 5 and 6 is our proposal for the topology of node deployment in LDM framework and corresponding routing methodology respectively. A simulated study of this solution is given in section 7. Finally, we conclude in section 8.
Preliminaries and Assumptions
The proper sensing of any object by a sensor is highly related with the geometric distance of the object from the sensor. Here we assume that a sensor can sense the energy emitted by the object in a homogeneous circular area with maximum radius r, as shown in Figure 2 , under the constraint of noise and other distortions. This energy is called Threshold Energy (E th ) and an object will not be sensed if the received energy by the sensor is less than this threshold energy. This coverage is considered as optimum coverage of a sensor with desired level of acceptable value. Assuming the energy emitted by an object is constant, the signal energy E s , as detected by sensor s i for an object situated at distance d t from the sensor will be, E s = E 0 (1-αd n ) where E 0 is the energy at distance 0 i.e. maximum energy, α is the decay co-efficient and d n is the normalized distance of the object from the sensor and will be expressed as d n = d t /r where r is the optimum sensing range. For example, in the Figure 2 , the signal energies for three different locations are expressed as:
E th = E 0 (1 -α) = Threshold Energy;
Since d x > d y , it is obviously E x < E y . An object will be sensed only if its emitted energy lies between E 0 and E th . We assume that the wireless sensor nodes are given as a set S with n sensor nodes where 1 j n i and for each sensor s i , its location i
is known as it is deployed. We also assume that all the sensors are static sensors and there are no road constraints within AoI. Each sensor is assumed to have same sensing range as denoted by r. A pair of sensors will be able to see (coverage) and hear (connectivity) each other if they have overlapped coverage space. If only coverage is considered, less number of nodes will be required but the deployed nodes will not be able to communicate with each other. Figure 3 shows the relation between the optimal coverage and connectivity. As we move from coverage to connectivity, the overlapping domain (d) gets increased where
. Here, we assume homogeneous coverage and connectivity i.e. both coverage and connectivity ranges are same and is equal to r.
Problem Definition and Objectives
To communicate between each other with optimum coverage we have to deploy the next node at the maximum sensing boundary with threshold signal energy E th to any of the four sides (i.e. Right, Left, Up, Down) of the previously deployed. To minimize the channel overhead, we have proposed the concept of layered accumulation i.e. outer layer information will only be transmitted to its immediate inner layer and not directly to Fusion Node and communication to Fusion Node will be done only through First layer nodes (and/or from the boundary nodes for leaving of any object from AoI). Since volume of information is being increased layer by layer towards the Fusion Node, we have deployed nodes with variable capacities in different layers. We define capacity of a node as its rate of consumption of power, maximum storage/buffer size, processing speed etc. Hence, the objective or the problem definition of our proposed model can be defined as:  Finding Fusion Node Capacity  Deploying Layer wise Sensors with variable capacities  Designing Effective Routing Model
Related Work
Several deployment schemes with existing holes [7] [8] [9] in the network have been proposed to enhance the coverage. They have considered that the target region is regular and rectangular and the holes are situated randomly within 
Proposed Model
the target boundary. More over the geometry of the holes are also bounded and are defined as a regular graph with certain number of nodes and edges. In certain cases, holes defined with less than four edges could turn out to be large areas that act as greater barriers to the network than normal. An extreme scenario could present itself with the occurrence of a large area that is only connected through two edges. With such consideration, we need to deploy more nodes to cover the entire range of area, which is a trade-off with cost optimization. In [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , irregular areas have been considered with no obstacles. A comparative analysis is shown in Table 1 with proposed model.
Let us define our proposed model i.e. Layered Deployment Model (LDM). If a logical grid is created around a deployed node, some part of the grid area remains uncovered as shown in the Figure 4 . The uncovered area will further be covered with next layer of deployment at distance r from the deployed node at right, left, up and down subject to the calculated co-ordinates of deployment lie within AoI, otherwise we have to search for next effective location in any of the four sides at distance r and establish connectivity. The stepwise deployment of five nodes is shown in the Figure 5 and corresponding maximum coverage area with optimum connectivity is shown in the Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows the final model
The accuracy of sensor placement may be subject to various errors. Kenan Xu, et al. [16] , in their paper, identified two deployment errors namely, misalignment and random errors. They derived the minimum number of sensors required by a robust grid-based sensor deployment assuming that the errors are bounded. F. Zhao, et al. [17] , have addressed the dynamic sensor collaboration problem to determine dynamically which sensor is most appropriate to perform the sensing, what needs to be sensed, and to whom to communicate the information. It is based on the information-driven sensor querying approach, enabling collaboration, under resource constraints and cost of transmitting information. Here, the next node selection is done by predicting Mahalanobis distance measure technique where the computation from predicted likelihood function may be strongly biased by the prior distribution. Y. Rachlin, R. Negi, and P. Khosla, [18] have addressed the technique of measuring sensing capacity in a sensor network with respect to the maximum ratio of target positions to sensors as achievable within a certain tolerable distortion. As one target is being sensed by more than one sensor, the network will soon get flooded with redundant information. Moreover, sensors lifetime will eventually get reduced as all the time more than one sensor is sensing one target. [19, 20] [21] are based on grid-based Stable Routing Protocol with multi-hop broadcast technique. In [22] several power-efficient routing algorithms are proposed for a sensor network with 2D grid topology. of lay ered deployment with two layers and the relation between layer number and coverage area with total deployed node is shown in Table 2 .
In case of existing obstacles, the deployment will be done to the next effective location that lies within AoI and in consequence, connectivity will be rebuilt accordingly. To find the deployment co-ordinates, we first make the boundary of the irregular space by squaring the boundary of the sensing terrain as shown in the Nodes are deployed from the center of the regular boundary as its co-ordinate is known and the first node will be the Fusion Node i.e. the Central Server. We deploy the first node i.e. Fusion Node at the center of the square boundary of the terrain to reduce the average hop between any node and the Fusion Node provided the center lies within AoI and not within any obstacle. However, depending the complexity of the terrain property, the Central Server can also be placed at any desired location from which other nodes will be deployed. We assume that the entire sensing area has no geographic limitation to deploy or access any node unless it lies in obstacles where nodes will not be deployed at all.
Average Capacity of Fusion Node
As the volume of data aggregation to the Fusion Node is directly proportionate to the hop size i.e. layer number, the capacity of the Fusion Node controls the size of the network. We are assuming that one Fusion Node is responsible for data aggregation of a single network. For a large space where one Fusion Node will not be able to cover the entire network we have to partition the network into sub-networks each of which will be headed by one sub-Fusion Node. Then we have to build the network of sub-Fusion Nodes to cover the entire area. Let m = maximum message in bits (including its own address, number, tracking time of object etc) a node is sending to Fusion Centre. Let h max = maximum hop-distance from a boundary node (sender node) to the Fusion Centre and Let β = the bit size that every node is padding with the message for update information. So, the dynamic information created by nodes (intermediate node address, number, time-stamp etc) in bits, as denoted by m d = (h max -1)β and the maximum message size that will reach to Fusion Node = m max = m d + m. Let B be the maximum buffer-size of a node, so, the message will be split to p no. of packets where p = m max /B. If p k be the packet header size, and p m be the message size (= B for maximum), the minimum capacity of a Fusion Node should be p(p k + p m ) bits to receive the in-bound information from different nodes. For in network data aggregation, more space is also required for Fusion Node and the processing element of Fusion Node should also be very powerful.
Deployment of Fusion Node
Since the pockets or obstacles may lie in any random position, the co-ordinate of Fusion Node may lie in any of the following three positions as stated below and is shown in the 
Deployment of Other Nodes
Once the Fusion Node has been deployed, we will deploy other nodes to cover the entire sensing space within AoI in layer by layer as shown in the Figure 9 . For homogeneous distribution of the nodes in layer and for better connectivity, we will deploy nodes in Right, Left, Up and Down order so that any node will have the information about its next four neighbor nodes along its layer number [23] . For the deployment of next node in any of the side we consider the intersection number for bypassing the deployment within obstacle and reserve the sensor id in order. The algorithm for deployment to right is shown below and its corresponding operation is depicted in Figure 10 .
Algorithm for Fusion Node Deployment within AoI
count = 0; GetNodeRight(s i ) { while (!boundary()) { GetCoordinateRight(); if (intersection(s i , s i+1 )) { count++; if (odd(count)) CurrentNodeId = s i ; if(even(count)) s i = CurrentNodeId; } if (even(count) { DeployNode(s i+1 ); GetNodeRight(s i+1 ) } else GetNodeRight(s i+1 ); } }
Deployment Exception
According to the algorithm for node deployment, the nodes are being deployed as per Figure 9 where we count the number of intersection(s). However, when the intersection line touches the boundary without crossing it, as shown in the Figure 11 , it senses as odd count and skip deploying nodes, which creates algorithmic deployment error. The nature of error is in random and the probability of the occurrence of such error is very negligible and highly depends on the shape of the area and the radius of the coverage of the deployed node. We have handled this type of exceptions by finding the direction of the movement of curve during the scanning of the pixels with its adjacent upper and lower pixels as shown in Figure 12 . As we are scanning lines horizontally, the upper pixels from the central one (as per Figure 12 (a) determine the upward movement of the curve, and the lower pixels determine the downwards movement of the curve. Following conditions satisfies whether the cut is an intersection or a touch:  If the curve has both upwards and downwards movement, it is an intersection (as per Figure 12(b) ).  If the curve has either upward or downward movement, it is touch (as per Figure 12(c) ). 
Connectivity and Routing
According to the proposed model of layered-deployment, the logical covered area for the deployment of nodes is shown in the Figure 9 (in three layers with no obstacle) and corresponding relation of layer with deployed nodes is shown in the Table 2 . Layer numbers are increasing from Fusion Node to boundary node in step one. A node with layer number l can maintain a hop table that contains the connected node(s) situated at layer number l-1. Similarly, nodes in layer l-1 hold the connected node(s) situated in layer l-2, nodes in layer l-2 hold the connected node(s) situated in layer l-3, and so on and finally we can reach to Fusion Node (with layer 0) through the connected nodes that are situated in layer 1. Hence, it is clear that from any node at any layer a complete connected path towards the Fusion Node can be established which will obviously be the shortest path from that node to the Fusion Node. The complete shortest path history from any node to the Central Server as per Figure 9 is shown in Table 3 .
Since the nodes are connected with known co-ordinate as well as with known neighbors, more than one shortest path can be generated and the entire path can be stored in the node database so that for any crisis in any selected path, an alternative path can also be taken instantly. Since all the shortest path history is already kept with each deployed node during its deployment, no run-time searching of alternative shortest path is required for each link failure, which eventually saves huge amount of run-time shortest path searching time which is a challenging problem for most of the major previous works.
Simulation
It is obvious that the cost of deployment is proportionate to the sensing range of each node. With greater range, the number of deployed nodes will be minimized but at the same time, it also increases the boundary wastage. Therefore, the optimum deployment will definitely be a challenge and can only be approximated with different simulated result. we have tested with different r value and find the optimum topology with respect to the boundary wastage. We have taken three different random irregular sensing terrain with variable obstacles as shown in Figure 13 and find the optimum topology (as per Figure 14 ) with minimum wastages and with full coverage and connectivity. Figure 15 shows different situation Table  Entry  0  0  1  2  3 
Conclusions
In ered Table 4 . Node database corresponding to 13(b).
